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Recruitment
The  Pinks

Electronics, Qualified, London
Super firm, fabulous clients.  Cutting edge technology.  Direct client 
instructions from the US (not agency/foreign associate), opportunity to inherit 
a significant work load.  Career progression planning is excellent - you will 
have plenty to do but will also benefit from the latitude to develop your own 
work if you want to. The firm has scope to increase the partnership and hence 
this role would suit an aspirant Associate whose ambitions are not currently 
being realised. 

Electronics Patent Attorney, Qualified or Part Qualified, London 
This firm has one of the biggest names in the business, and they deserve 
every inch of it. The firm has a fantastic work environment, and offers some 
truly amazing clients, too. Ideally you will have an electronics degree, and 
have experience in drafting and prosecution of electronics patents. Working 
here will supercharge your career; whether you are PQ or have some 
experience under your belt, there are opportunities for advancement.  

Engineering Patent Attorney, Midlands
Part or recently qualified Patent Attorney required for this premier private 
practice.  Benefit from an ample supply of direct client work and build a 
relationship with a variety of prominent world businesses.  With career scope 
to progress significantly in the future and a remuneration strategy that is 
highly competitive this firm has a great deal to offer.  The position would suit 
someone with a background in mechanical engineering with perhaps some 
exposure to electronics.

Biotechnology Patent Attorney, Qualified, London
Well-renowned and well-established, this firm is a select and highly desirable 
place to work. When you join this team of friendly attorneys, you will not be 
twiddling your thumbs, as work in the biotech department is abundant. With 
some intriguing clients to sharpen your teeth, the firm’s high standards will 
undoubtedly bring out the best in you.  

Chemistry, Qualified or Part Qualified, London
This is a very unique sort of firm; unlike most of the private practices we work 
with.  If you are seeking a position quite different from the norm this really 
might be for you.  They do work with some big name clients of course and 
have an environment that can be exhilarating.  They're open minded as to 
your profile – you might be part way through qualification or have qualified in 
the last few years.  

Electronics, Part/Newly Qualified, London 
Surrounded by a peer group of highly effective attorneys with an unrivalled 
academic pedigree this firm demands high quality from its recruits.  But, if you 
are successful then the rewards are plentiful – they have a fantastic 
reputation, are collegiate in organisation and deal with some of the most 
prestigious companies in the world.  Technical proficiency is a must, time in 
the profession is much more flexible – they are pragmatic with respect to how 
long you have been an attorney so far.
 
Engineering Patent Attorney Part/Fully Qualified, Yorkshire
Actually two positions for attorneys with a background in mechanical 
engineering.  Yorkshire has an excellent standard of living (houses are cheap 
compared with London) and salaries generally are in line with what an 
attorney of a similar level would earn in London.  Yorkshire is home to many 
of the leading names in the IP profession as well as a sizeable legal 
community. There also tend to be greater opportunities for partnership in the 
firms in the region than there are in many of the London firms.  A relocation 
north could massively improve your career prospects and increase your 
wealth (flat cap not included).  

Trade Mark Partner, London
Unusually for a position at this level of earning, a client following is not 
required.  The firm does need someone who has the gumption to build a 
practice and expand on the work that they will inherit but they are very realistic 
about how long this might take.  They are building a Trade Mark practice to 
complement their existing business and therefore there is plenty of opportunity 
to piggy back on existing relationships.  This firm have demonstrated 
significant success in recent years and have a structure that can accommo-
date a quality orientated Trade Mark Partner.  

Electronics Patent Attorney, Part Qualified, London
Join this excellent and egalitarian private practice and you’ll see your career 
flourish! They’ve grown a lot in recent years, expanding into all disciplines of 
the Patent and Trade Mark realm, but their roots lie firmly in electronics. For a 
Part Qualified attorney, they offer a perfect combination of working and 
learning, a supportive environment, and real options for your professional 
development, not just now but in the future, too. 

Pharmaceutical/Chemical Patent Attorney, Finalist or Newly Qualified, 
London
This exciting private practice with a bustling and sociable atmosphere has a 
rare opening in the pharma/chem team. As a finalist or newly qualified attorney 
you will find a welcoming team with plenty of high-quality peers who will 
motivate and inspire you. Seize your chance to be at the heart of the action, 
with cutting-edge clients and challenging work galore. 

Electronics Patent Attorney, Qualified, Manchester
Builders of business, behold! This fantastic firm is looking for someone to add 
to the busdev spirit into their Manchester office. Manchester’s motivated team 
of attorneys and support staff are always looking for ways to expand their 
reach in the North, but they’re dealing with some pretty interesting (global) 
work, too. You will spearhead the electronics department in their business 
development activities, identifying opportunities for growth, and making a 
name for yourself while you’re at it. 

Biotechnology, Qualified, North West
Very well established biotechnology practice requires their final member.  You 
will be a qualified Patent Attorney who can handle work autonomously but 
beyond that the firm has allowed itself the freedom to select from a variety of 
potential profiles.  The role will grow into one of significant status for the firm 
and would suit someone seeking a great deal of cutting edge work, with the 
added bonus of building on their reputation.

Featured Positions

Other Opportunities:

For more information or to apply to any of these roles speak 
to Pete Fellows or Emma van Opstal on 020 7903 5019 or 
email: contact@fellowsandassociates.com.

You can also join us on LinkedIn: www.linkedinfellows.com 
Visit our website: www.fellowsandassociates.com 
Or follow us on Twitter: @FellowsandAssoc 
Pete and Emma are also on INTA’s My Powerful Network.
Fellows and Associates Ltd. acts as an agency within the meaning of the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003.  We operate a 

strict equal opportunities policy.
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